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Seven panda cubs
were born Last year at
Chengdu Panda Base

in China. Coo over
pictures at www
.panda.org.cn.
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On March t, Lrbrary

voLunteers celebrate
Dr. Seuss's birthday by
reading his tongue-
twisty books to kids.
See if your branch
needs another reader.
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The Wizard of Oz is

one of Oprah's favorite
stories. ln the new
movie Oz: The Great
and Powerful, MicheLte

WiILiams steps rnto
G[inda's sparkly shoes.
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, Welcome spring with
i a bouquet: Research
, has found that fresh
. flowers in the home

maKe you Teer more
energetic and

r compassionate.
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Forget cheese-of-the-
month cLub. TurntabLe
Kitchen will maiLyou a

Pairings Box of seasonaL

recipes, ingredients,
and a digitat mixtape
each month.

WALKTHIS WAY
An entrepreneur with c big ideo transforms her cammunity, feetfirsf"

WHEN BETHLEHEM TILAHUN ALEMU sat

down to make her first pair of shoes, in
2004,, the Ethiopian native knew she

wanted to update traditional tire-sole
sandals. \4/hat she didnlt know really,

was how to make shoes. "It's one thing
to have an idea," says A1emu, the
cofounder of SoleRebels. "It's quite

another to implement it." Clumsily built
and uncomfortable to wear, that first
pair weighed nearly five pounds. "They
looked more like mini beds than shoes!"

Happily for the thousands of people

who shop for SoleRebels shoes online
and in markets and boutiques across

Asia, Europe, and Africa, Alemu's

designs have since become sleek and

sWlish, from rubber-soled sandals to
understated flats to plush daytime
slippers called TooToos.

A less visible but stili impressive draw
for conscientious shoppers: SoleRebels

is the worid's first Fair Trade-certified
footvvear company. Its 300-plus factory
workers, many of whom had been

unemployed for years before being
hired, earn around three times the
average industry wage in Ethiopia and

receive comprehensive medical coverage

for their families. They showcase their
textiie crafbsmanship using good-for-

the-planet materials like organic cotton,

local fibers, and rubber repurposed
from worn-out tires. "Ever5,.ihing about

our shoes is Ethiopian: making things
by hand, using recycled materials and

traditional designs," says Alemu. With
her outsize ambition, she's bringing
local culture to people around the
world-foot by foot. -uolly FrscHER
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